Skyrmions, which were initially used to describe baryons in particle physics[@b1], have recently been observed in extended lattices of bulk non-centrosymmetric magnetic materials such as MnSi, (FeCo)Si or FeGe[@b2][@b3][@b4]. The skyrmions have also been observed via spin-polarized scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) at zero applied fields in Fe monolayer that is grown on Ir (111)[@b5]. The presence of skyrmions in such ultrathin film is attributed to the Dzyaloshinskii--Moriya (DM) interaction[@b6][@b7], which arises from a three-site indirect exchange mechanism between two spins and a neighbour atom with a large spin-orbit coupling. The DM energy term (**H**~DM~) is denoted bywhere **D**~12~ is the DM vector while **S**~1~ and **S**~2~ represent the two spins at the interface. The DM vector is perpendicular to the unit vector joining **S**~1~ and **S**~2~ and lies on the interface plane. The spins in the magnetic film are then tilted from their easy axis to form the skyrmion as the DM interaction tries to align the spins perpendicular to each other. Due to its topological configuration, the skyrmions have been shown to be far less hindered by defects when driven by current[@b8][@b9][@b10][@b11]. However, the skyrmion is also driven away from the conduction electron flow direction due to the presence of the Magnus force[@b12][@b13], which leads to skyrmion annihilation at the film edges[@b14].

Here, we show that it is possible to counter the Magnus force by surrounding the skyrmion with potential barriers. We also show that the speed of the current-driven motion of the skyrmion can be increased significantly by narrowing the space between the potential barriers and compressing the skyrmion at the same time. The increase in the speed can be attributed to the increased effectiveness of the spin-transfer torque (STT) that the compressed skyrmion receives from the conduction electron.

Skyrmion motion in a wide plane
===============================

Inset of [Fig. 1(a)](#f1){ref-type="fig"} shows the movement of a skyrmion in a wide plane under the application of an in-plane current for various Gilbert damping (*α*) and non-adiabatic STT constants (*ξ*). In the in-plane driving case, the magnetization dynamics is expressed by the modified Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert (LLG) equation (see [Eq. 6](#eq6){ref-type="disp-formula"} in Methods section), and the skyrmion is driven mostly by the field-like torque from the STT[@b15][@b16]. The simulation results show that under the application of in-plane current, the skyrmion moves at an angle with respect to the conduction electron flow when *α* ≠ *ξ*[@b17]. [Figure 1(a)](#f1){ref-type="fig"} shows the change in the propagation angle as a function of the non-adiabatic constant. The movements of the skyrmion away from the intended direction can be attributed to the presence of the Magnus force, which arises due to the coupling between the conduction electron and the local magnetization[@b12][@b13]. The equation for the drift velocity of the skyrmion can then be obtained by mapping the LLG equation onto the translational mode in the continuum limit, while assuming the rigidity of the spin textures during the skyrmion motion[@b12]. The skyrmion drift velocity then reads:where **v**~d~ is the drift velocity of the skyrmion while **v**~s~ is the velocity of the conduction electron. The first term in the left hand side of [Eq. 2](#eq2){ref-type="disp-formula"} is the Magnus force with **G** as the gyromagnetic coupling vector; the second term is the dissipative force with **D** as the dissipative force tensor; and lastly the third term is the phenomenological pinning force (**F**~pin~) due to impurities. *β* is the non-adiabatic constant of the STT as expressed by Thiaville (See Methods)[@b16]. In the absence of impurities (**F**~pin~ = 0), the drift velocity of the skyrmion is expressed as:where **v**~**\|\|**~ and **v**~⊥~ are the components of **v** parallel and transverse to **v**~s~, respectively.

We found that the skyrmion is also deflected from the intended direction when it is driven under perpendicular current injection. Inset of [Fig. 1(b)](#f1){ref-type="fig"} shows the schematic and the snapshot of the micromagnetic simulations of the skyrmion driving with perpendicular current. The perpendicular current injection can be achieved by using the setup of magnetic tunnel junction (MTJ) or spin hall devices[@b18][@b19], with the magnetization of the reference layer fixed along the *x* or *y* axis. Under the injection of perpendicular current, the skyrmion is now driven mostly by the torque from the angular momentum transfer as compared to the field-like torque of the STT[@b15]. As a result, the skyrmion is able to move with a considerably higher speed due the angular momentum transfer torque being much stronger than the field-like torque. The LLG equation which describes the magnetization dynamics under the application of perpendicular current is expressed in [Eq. 11](#eq11){ref-type="disp-formula"} (see Methods)[@b15][@b20]. The skyrmion is also shown to increase in size as it moves along the plane. [Figure 1(b)](#f1){ref-type="fig"} shows the change in the skyrmion size as a function of simulation time as it moves along the ultrathin magnetic layer. See [Supplementary Material](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for details of the skyrmion driving under perpendicular current injection.

Skyrmion motion under the presence of local potential barriers
==============================================================

As discussed above, when the skyrmion is driven on a track it deviates from the intended propagation direction after a short travelling distance because of the Magnus force. The deflection towards the edge of the track eventually leads to skyrmion annihilation. The deviation of the skyrmion motion from the conduction electron flow also prevents reversible two-way operation, as the skyrmion tend to move to the opposite edge of the track when the applied current is reversed. [Figure 2(a)](#f2){ref-type="fig"} shows the schematic of our proposed kerbed track that shall impose a stronger edge potential barrier on the skyrmion[@b21]. The kerbed track is formed by creating a rectangular groove on the surface of the perpendicular magnetization anisotropy (PMA) nanowire, leaving the two edges of the nanowire with limited height and width. The kerb structures function to confine the skyrmion within the PMA grove. [Figure 2(b,c)](#f2){ref-type="fig"} show snapshots of simulation with a skyrmion within the unkerbed device and kerbed device, respectively. If we consider each of the kerbs to have a width of *s*, the diameter (*d*) of the skyrmion is then forcibly shrunk into *d* = *w −* 2*s*, where *w* is the width of the ferromagnetic layer. At *t* = 0, an in-plane current is applied to a skyrmion in the relaxed state on both the unkerbed and kerbed tracks. At *t* = 0.7 ns, the skyrmion on the unkerbed track is shown to be pushed towards the edge of the track while the skyrmion on the kerbed track is shown to propagate further. At *t* = 1.3 ns, the skyrmion on the unkerbed track is approaching the edge of the track and it starts to get annihilated. Eventually, the skyrmion on the unkerbed track is annihilated completely at *t* = 1.9 ns. In contrast, the skyrmion on the kerbed track is stable and the propagation is well guided without any sign of deflection. A movie which shows the motions of the skyrmion on both the unkerbed and kerbed tracks is included as [Supplementary Information, Video 1](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

[Figure 3(a)](#f3){ref-type="fig"} shows the speed of the skyrmion in the proposed kerbed device. The results show that the skyrmion speed is increased due to the inclusion of the kerbs, for both in-plane driving setup and also perpendicular driving setup. For instance, when the skyrmion is driven in the in-plane driving setup with a current density of *J* = 10 × 10^11^ A/m^2^ and kerbs of *s* = 15 nm wide, the speed of the skyrmion is found to be increased by almost 50%, from 75 m/s to 110 m/s. The speed increment is found to be more prevalent in the case of the perpendicular driving setup. For instance, the speed can be increased to as much as 130 m/s by using the same kerbs at just a tenth of the current density that is used in the in-plane driving setup (*J* = 1 × 10^11^ A/m^2^). Inset of [Fig. 3(a)](#f3){ref-type="fig"} shows the stray magnetic field that the kerbs exert to the skyrmion. The stray field from the kerbs is directed in the same direction as the skyrmion magnetization, hence the stray field acts to increase the stability of the skyrmion against thermal fluctuation[@b22].

The increase in skyrmion driving speeds can be attributed to the increased STT that the skyrmion receives when the width of the kerbed track is less than the original diameter of the skyrmion. [Figure 3(b)](#f3){ref-type="fig"} shows a snapshot of a skyrmion that is compressed by the kerbs at the two edges as the skyrmion can only exist within the area that is not covered by the kerb. As a result, the skyrmions become elliptical and elongated along the nanotrack axis. [Figure 3(c)](#f3){ref-type="fig"} shows the STT that acts on a skyrmion in the case of in-plane driving. The calculated torque is shown to be most prominent at the front and the back sides of the skyrmion, where the front torque is directed at *--z* while the back torque is directed at +*z*. The two torques are equal in values with a maximum value of *τ*~drive~ = 6.5 × 10^−3^ s^−1^ when the skyrmion is driven on an unkerbed track. [Figure 3(d)](#f3){ref-type="fig"} shows the ellipticity of the skyrmion and the maximum torque (*τ*~drive~) as functions of the kerb width (*s*). The maximum torque that acts on the skyrmion is found to increase rapidly with increasing kerb width, which results in the increased skyrmion speed. The increased torque can be attributed to the fact that the compressed skyrmion possesses a higher magnetization divergence, which directly affects the STT, as shown in [Eq. 7](#eq7){ref-type="disp-formula"}.

It is possible to extend the skyrmion guiding technique to drive the skyrmion on a curved track. [Figure 4(a)](#f4){ref-type="fig"} shows the snapshots of the simulations when the skyrmion is driven on a curved track which has a 180^0^ turning angle. The results show that without the kerb (i), the skyrmion is annihilated within the curvature even though the current is distributed to follow the shape of the track. However, with the inclusion of the kerbs to the track (ii), the annihilation is prevented and the skyrmion is guided to make the 180^0^ turn. [Figure 4(b)](#f4){ref-type="fig"} shows the position of the skyrmion within the kerbed curved track as a function of time in the case of clockwise and anti-clockwise driving. In contrast to the straight track where the skyrmion maintains a constant velocity throughout its motion, the skyrmion on the curved track is shown to be slowed down with different deceleration depending on the direction of the applied current. The slowing down of the skyrmion can be attributed to the uneven current distribution that the skyrmion receives within the curved track, while the different in the behavior between the clockwise and anti-clockwise driving can be attributed to the Magnus force. As discussed before, during the application of current, the skyrmion is pushed to one side of the track due to the Magnus force. Therefore, with the application of clockwise and anti-clockwise currents, the skyrmion is pushed to the outer and inner arc, respectively. Since the turning radius for the inner arc is much smaller, it is more difficult for the skyrmion to complete the turn when it is driven in the anti-clockwise direction. A movie which shows the motions of the skyrmion within the curved track for both clockwise and anti-clockwise driving is included as [Supplementary Information, Videos 2](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [3](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

The reduced size of a skyrmion can also confer a significant increase in data storage density to a potential skyrmion-based memory device. As skyrmions in a magnetic thin film are of the same charge, two skyrmions experience repulsion from each other, and the strength of the repulsion is related to the size of the skyrmions, as shown by [Fig. 5(a)](#f5){ref-type="fig"}. The minimum inter-skyrmion distance whereby two skyrmions can remain undisturbed from each other therefore shall also depend on the skyrmion size. Our simulations show that the inter-skyrmion distance (*d*~e~) and the radius of the skyrmion (*r*~s~) varies almost linearly, as shown in [Fig. 5(b)](#f5){ref-type="fig"}. This means that the kerbed track can also be utilized to pack the skyrmions closer to each other. At kerb widths of around 5 nm, we observed that the skyrmion was unexpectedly enlarged. This behavior can be attributed to the presence of the stray magnetic field from the kerb as explained previously. However, the size increment from the stray magnetic field is immediately overcome by the skyrmion compression from the kerbs as the distance between the kerbs is decreased.

In conclusion, our simulation results have shown that it is possible to guide the skyrmion motion and prevents the skyrmion to be annihilated at the same time by creating kerbs around the skyrmion to counter the Magnus force. We show that the technique can be extended to drive the skyrmion on a curved track, with different speed depending on the direction of the applied current. We also show that the speed of a current-driven skyrmion is increased significantly when the skyrmion is compressed by the kerbs. The increase in the current-driven speed can be attributed to the higher torque that the compressed skyrmion receives from the conduction electron.

Methods
=======

Micromagnetic simulations
-------------------------

We performed micromagnetic simulations using the Mumax program[@b17][@b20][@b23]. The magnetization dynamics in the case of in-plane current injection is expressed by[@b24][@b25][@b26]:where **m** is the normalized unit vector of the local magnetization, γ is the electron gyromagnetic ratio, **H**~eff~ is the effective field, *α* is the Gilbert damping constant, *e* is the elementary charge, *M*~*sat*~ is the saturation magnetization, **j** is the current density vector, while *ξ* is the degree of the non-adiabacity.

[Eq. (6)](#eq6){ref-type="disp-formula"} is expressed in another form by Thiaville[@b16][@b23]

Additional simulations were performed by using the OOMMF program[@b27] and similar skyrmion dynamics were observed[@b17][@b23].

The magnetization dynamics in the case of perpendicular current injection is expressed by:where *j*~z~ is the current density along the *z* axis, d is the skyrmion layer thickness, **m**~**p**~ is the fixed layer magnetization, *P* the spin polarization, the Slonczewski *Λ* parameter characterizes the spacer layer, and *ε*' is the secondary spin torque parameter.

The material parameters that were chosen for the simulations correspond to Co/Pt multilayers[@b28][@b29]. The values are as follow: exchange stiffness = 15 × 10^−12^ J/m, saturation magnetization (M~sat~) = 580 × 10^3^ A/m, Gilbert damping (*α*) = 0.1, DMI strength (*D*) = 3 × 10^−3^ J/m^3^, non-adiabacity of STT (*ξ*) = 0.35, magnetocrystalline anisotropy constant = 6 × 10^5^ J/m^2^, spin polarization (*P*) = 0.7. The track thickness and width is *t*~nano~ = 0.4 nm and *w* = 60 nm, respectively. The results that are shown here are obtained with kerb thickness of *t*~kerb~ = 0.4 nm, and the results remain the same even when thicker kerbs are considered. Similar results are also obtained when a spacer layer is included underneath the kerbs to separate the kerb and the skyrmion layer.
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![Skyrmion motion in a wide plane\
(**a**) The change in the propagation angle of the skyrmion as a function of the non-adiabatic constant. Top inset is a schematic of a setup for skyrmion driving with in-plane current. Bottom inset is a snapshot of a skyrmion driving simulation with in-plane current (**b**) The change in the size of the skyrmion as a function of time. Top inset is a schematic of a setup for skyrmion driving with perpendicular current. Bottom inset is a snapshot of a skyrmion driving simulation with perpendicular current](srep10620-f1){#f1}

![Proposed kerbed track\
(**a**) Schematic of the proposed kerbed skyrmion track (**b**) Snapshot of the skyrmion driving simulation on a track without kerbs which results in skyrmion annihilation. (**c**) Snapshot of the skyrmion driving simulation on a kerbed track which results in fast skyrmion motion.](srep10620-f2){#f2}

![Fast skyrmion motion on the kerbed track\
(**a**) The skyrmion speed as a function of the kerb width for various applied current density. Inset is a cross-sectional plot of the kerbed track to show the stray field that is generated by the kerbs. (**b**) Snapshot of the compressed skyrmion on the kerbed track. (**c**) The associated spin-transfer torque that is acting on the skyrmion when an in-plane current is applied. (**d**) The elipticity of the skyrmion and the maximum torque that the skyrmion receives as functions of kerb width.](srep10620-f3){#f3}

![Guided skyrmion motion on a curved track\
**a**) Skyrmion motion on a curved track (i) without kerbs and (ii) with kerbs. (**b**) Skyrmion position along the *y* axis as a function of time for both clockwise driving and anti-clockwise driving.](srep10620-f4){#f4}

![Skyrmion-skyrmion interaction on the kerbed track\
(**a**) The stray magnetic fields that that are created around two interacting skyrmions. (**b**) Plot showing the relation between the equilibrium distance (*d*~*e*~), the skyrmion radius, and the kerb width.](srep10620-f5){#f5}
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